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Abstract—In order to overcome limitations of traditional electronic interconnects in terms of power efﬁciency and bandwidth
density, optical networks-on-chip (NoCs) based on 3D integrated
silicon photonics have been proposed as an emerging on-chip
communication architecture for multiprocessor systems-on-chip
(MPSoCs) with large core counts. However, due to thermooptic effects, wavelength-selective silicon photonic devices such as
microresonators, which are widely used in optical NoCs, suffer
from temperature-dependent wavelength shifts. As a result, onchip temperature variations cause signiﬁcant thermal-induced
optical power loss which may counteract the power advantages
of optical NoCs. To tackle this problem, in this work, we present
a thermal-sensitive design and power optimization approach for
a 3D torus-based optical NoC architecture. Based on an optical
thermal modeling platform which models the thermal effect in
optical NoCs from a system-level perspective, a thermal-sensitive
routing algorithm is proposed for the 3D torus-based optical
NoC to optimize its power consumption in the presence of onchip temperature variations. Simulation results show that in an
8x8x2 3D torus-based optical NoC under a set of real applications,
as compared with a matched 3D mesh-based optical NoC with
traditional dimension order routing, the power consumption is
reduced by 25% if thermal tuning for microresonators is not
utilized, by 19% if thermal tuning is utilized for microresonators,
and by 17% if athermal microresonators are used.
Index Terms—Optical network-on-chip, chip multiprocessor,
thermo-optic effect, temperature sensitivity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the scale of transistors enters the deep nanometer region, the number of transistors available on a single chip
has increased to several billions. By enabling energy-efﬁcient
parallel processing at lower clock frequencies, multiprocessor
systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) are a natural platform for embedded systems as well as high-performance computing. Networkon-chip (NoC) architectures have been widely proposed as
a new generation of on-chip communication architectures,
which could scale better than on-chip shared buses and ad-hoc
networks as the number of cores increases [1], [2]. However,
due to the limitations of traditional electronic interconnects
in power efﬁciency and bandwidth density, as well as issues
of high-frequency crosstalk noise and parasitic capacitance
in deep-submicron integrated circuit design, there are still
bandwidth, power efﬁciency and reliability bottlenecks in
traditional NoCs based on electronic interconnects.
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With the booming developments in nanoscale silicon photonic technologies for short-haul communications, silicon photonics based optical interconnects are emerging as a promising
new approach to moving on-chip data at high speeds and
low power. Compared to traditional electronic interconnects,
optical interconnects can enable signiﬁcantly increased bandwidth density, low power consumption, and low latency. By
integrating optical interconnects in NoC architectures, optical
NoCs can overcome many of the most serious on-chip communication issues [3]–[7]. Most of the prior works on optical
NoCs are based on silicon photonic devices including optical
waveguides and silicon microresonators (MRs). Considering
the high efﬁciency of electronic interconnects in on-chip local
communication as well as for control, optical NoCs are often
controlled and conﬁgured in the electronic domain. Threedimensional (3D) integration technologies provide the support
for realizing mixed-technology electronic-controlled optical
NoCs [8].
However, one of the major challenges in optical NoC
designs is thermal sensitivity, which is an intrinsic characteristic of photonic devices. Due to the fact that the power
density on chip is uneven and the thermal conductivity of
packaging materials is limited, chip temperature ﬂuctuates
temporally as well as spatially. The temperature can rise
quickly from room temperature after a cold start, and vary
by more than 30𝑜 𝐶 across a steady-state chip under typical operating conditions [9]. As a result of thermo-optic
effects, wavelength-selective silicon photonic devices such
as microresonators, which are widely used in optical NoCs,
suffer from temperature-dependent wavelength shifts [10].
The emission wavelength of on-chip lasers, such as VCSELs
(vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers), also shifts with ambient temperatures [11], while the power efﬁciency degrades
at high temperatures [12]. The thermal related wavelength
mismatch between the laser located in the source node and
the microresonators in intermediate nodes along a photonic
path can cause signiﬁcant additional optical power loss. An
investigation of related thermal issues shows that if we take the
thermal regulation power into account, optical interconnects
may not have advantages in power efﬁciency as compared
with their electrical counterparts [13]. In order to mitigate
thermal effects in optical NoCs, run-time thermal management
techniques such as OS-based workload migration and DVFS
(dynamic voltage and frequency scaling) have been proposed
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to reduce the on-chip temperature gradients [14]–[16]. Due
to the limitations of these thermal management techniques,
device-level thermal compensation techniques are still in need.
Thermal tuning by local microheaters is one such device-level
solution, however, it is relatively slow and power inefﬁcient [17], [18]. Additionally, microresonators with low temperature dependence as well as athermal microresonators have
been demonstrated by applying proper polymer materials [19],
[20]. However, there are still compatibility issues when implementing athermal microresonators with CMOS technology.
Furthermore, some efforts have been made to overcome the
thermal challenges in optical NoCs from system-level perspectives [16], [21]–[26]. In [23], the authors proposed a thermalaware methodology to design optical NoCs with distributed
CMOS-compatible VCSELs, based on steady-state thermal
simulations and SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) analysis. In [21],
[22], the authors systematically modeled thermal effects in
optical NoCs and proposed several low-temperature-sensitivity
techniques. In [24], a system-level proactive thread migration
technique and a device-level thermal island framework were
proposed to alleviate the thermal issues in optical NoCs.
To further tackle the thermal issue in optical NoC designs,
in this work, we present a novel thermal-sensitive design and
power optimization approach for a 3D torus-based optical NoC
architecture in the presence of on-chip temperature variations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present the proposed thermal-sensitive design and power optimization methodology. Section III presents simulation results
and comparisons in terms of thermal-induced energy efﬁciency
and network performance. Last, Section IV concludes.

Fig. 1. The proposed thermal-sensitive design and power optimization
approach for a 3D torus-based optical NoC architecture

Figure 2 shows the topology of a 3D torus-based optical
NoC architecture, where each router is connected to a local
processor core. Each processor is assigned a unique ID of
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ) for addressing, and the local router has the same
address. The proposed 3D torus-based optical NoC uses circuit
switching, in which an optical path is reserved before payload
transmission. An overlapped electronic control network is
used for optical path conﬁguration and maintenance. Before a
packet transmission, a single-ﬂit path-setup packet would be
routed in the electronic control network for path reservation.
The payload data is transmitted along the reserved optical
path after the path setup. High-speed optical transmission is
achieved in this architecture without buffering in intermediate
routers.

II. T HERMAL -S ENSITIVE D ESIGN AND P OWER
O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we propose a thermal-sensitive design and
power optimization approach for a 3D torus-based optical NoC
architecture (Figure 1). Based on optical thermal models that
characterize thermal effects in optical NoCs from a systemlevel perspective, a thermal-sensitive routing mechanism is
proposed for the 3D torus-based optical NoC to optimize its
power consumption in the presence of on-chip temperature
variations.
A. 3D Torus-based optical NoC architecture
Regular network topologies, such as mesh and torus, are
preferred in NoC designs because of their predictable scalability in terms of performance and power consumption. In order
to improve the NoCs performance with shorter interconnection
lengths, NoC architectures based on 3D network topologies
have been proposed [27]–[29]. It has been demonstrated that as
compared to its 2D implementation, the 3D mesh-based NoC
can improve performance signiﬁcantly with higher integration
densities and smaller footprints. As compared to 3D mesh
topology, the 3D torus topology takes advantage of the wraparound links among edge nodes to offer better path diversity
and better load balance.

Fig. 2. A 3D torus-based optical NoC architecture

B. Hybrid optical-electronic router architecture
In the 3D torus-based optical NoC, hybrid optical-electronic
routers are used to interconnect processor cores. The hybrid
optical-electronic router architecture (Figure 3) is composed
of a 7×7 fully-connected optical switch, an electronic control
unit, and an electronic/optical (E/O) interface. The electronic
control unit includes a thermal-sensitive routing unit and
an adaptive power control unit. The 7×7 fully-connected
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optical switch is responsible for directing optical signals in
the network, while the electronic control unit implements the
routing algorithm and power control. In addition, the electronic
control units in the network are interconnected into an electronic control network with metallic interconnects for control
purposes, which includes selecting optical path conﬁgurations
and delivering temperature information. The E/O interface,
which is in charge of serialization, deserialization, and E/O
conversions, is used to facilitate communications between the
electronic and optical domain.

Fig. 4. A 7x7 fully-connected optical switching fabric
Fig. 3. A hybrid optical-electronic router architecture

In [29], a reduced 7×7 optical switch was proposed specially for dimension-order routing in a 3D mesh-based optical
NoC. In this paper, we extend it to a 7×7 fully-connected
optical switch (Figure 4), which can support any routing
algorithms including the newly proposed thermal sensitive
routing scheme. The 7×7 fully-connected optical switch is
built from basic optical switching elements (BOSEs) which
are based on wavelength-selective microresonators, optical
waveguides, and optical terminators [29]. By powering on/off
the microresonator, the basic optical switching element implements 1x2 optical switching functions. The 7×7 fullyconnected optical switch has seven bidirectional ports, including injection/ejection, up, down, east, west, south, and
north ports. The local processor core is connected by the
injection/ejection ports through an O/E interface while other
ports are connected to neighboring optical switches. The
proposed 7×7 fully-connected optical switch inherits the lowloss feature from the reduced 7×7 optical switch [29]. The
ports are aligned to their intended directions. Compared to the
reduced 7×7 optical switch for dimension-order routing only
proposed in [29], our new port-to-port switching functions
in the proposed 7×7 fully-connected optical switching fabric
include switchings from south to east/west, from north to
east/west, from up to east/west/south/north, from down to
east/west/south/north.
C. Thermal-sensitive Routing for Power Consumption Reduction
The traditional dimension-order routing (e.g. XYZ routing)
is a low-complexity deterministic algorithm, which is particularly suitable for mesh or torus-based networks. Its simplicity
and efﬁciency is due to the fact that it is a deterministic routing

approach which determines a path with minimum information
(the source address and the destination address). However
according to our previous studies, the worst-case thermalinduced power consumption of deterministic dimension order
routing is signiﬁcant in the presence of on-chip temperature
variations. In this section, we propose a thermal-sensitive
routing mechanism which selects a path according to runtime
on-chip temperature conditions. By avoiding paths with severe
thermal-induced optical power loss, the power consumption for
a packet transmission can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
1) Optical thermal model: As a result of the thermo-optic
effect, material refractive index is temperature dependent and
follows Equation (1), where 𝑛0 is the refractive index at
room temperature, 𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝑇 is the thermo-optic coefﬁcient of
the material, and Δ𝑇 is the temperature variation. Physical
measurements show that the thermo-optic coefﬁcient of silicon
is on the order of 10−4 /𝐾 and is nonlinear over a large
temperature range at 1550nm wavelength [30].
𝑑𝑛
Δ𝑇
(1)
𝑛 = 𝑛0 +
𝑑𝑇
The thermo-optic effect will cause changes in the device characteristics. As shown in Equation (2), the resonant
wavelength of a single-microresonator basic optical switching
element 𝜆𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 shifts approximately linearly with temperature
𝑇𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 , where 𝜆𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 0 is the resonant wavelength at room
temperature 𝑇0 , and 𝜌𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 is deﬁned as the temperaturedependent wavelength shift of the basic optical switching
element.
𝜆𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 = 𝜆𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸

0

+ 𝜌𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 (𝑇𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 − 𝑇0 )

(2)

As shown in Equation (3), the lasing wavelength of VCSELs
𝜆𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 also red-shifts approximately linearly with temperature 𝑇𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 , where 𝜆𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 0 is the lasing wavelength
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𝜆𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 = 𝜆𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿

0

+ 𝜌𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 (𝑇𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 − 𝑇0 )

(3)

Besides, the output power of a VCSEL degrades at higher
operating temperatures. Assuming that the VCSEL is driven
by current 𝐼 which is above the threshold but before the point
where the output power starts to decrease with the current, we
can express the output optical power 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 by Equation (4),
where 𝐼 is the driving current, 𝛼 is the minimum threshold
current, 𝑇𝑡ℎ is the temperature at which the threshold current
is the minimum, 𝛽 is a coefﬁcient related to the temperature
dependance of the threshold current, 𝜀 is the slope efﬁciency
at 0𝑜 𝐶, and 𝛾 is a positive coefﬁcient.
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (𝐼 − 𝛼 − 𝛽(𝑇𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 − 𝑇𝑡ℎ )2 )(𝜀 − 𝛾 ⋅ 𝑇𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 ) (4)
If using an off-chip VCSEL as the laser source, the lasing
wavelength can be ﬁxed by equipping with a temperature
control unit. If using an on-chip VCSEL as the laser source, the
temperature-dependent wavelength shift and power efﬁciency
degradation should be taken into account in the thermal model.
Temperature variations across the chip will result in wavelength mismatches between the laser wavelength and the
resonant wavelengths of intermediate switching elements in
the path. As shown in Equation (5), the wavelength mismatch
results in additional optical power loss (in dB) in switching. 2𝛿
is the 3-dB bandwidth of the basic optical switching element,
𝜅2 is the fraction of power coupling between the waveguide
and the ring, and 𝜅2𝑝 is the power loss per round-trip of the
ring [31]. When 2𝜅2 ≫ 𝜅2𝑝 , nearly full power transfer can be
achieved at the peak resonance, exhibiting a low insertion loss.
A deviation from the peak resonant wavelength would result
in more power loss in an active switching especially if with a
narrow 3-dB bandwidth. For a basic optical switching element
working at the 1550nm wavelength range, if the quality factor
is on the order of 5000, a 10𝑜 𝐶 temperature change would
make the power spectrum shift about 0.5nm and result in a
power loss variation of about 10dB.
𝐿 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔((

2𝜅2 + 𝜅2𝑝 2
(𝜆𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 − 𝜆𝐵𝑂𝑆𝐸 )2
) ⋅ (1 +
)
2
2𝜅
𝛿2

Figure 5 shows the proposed thermal-sensitive routing unit.
It is composed of a shortest path routing unit, a temperature table, and an optical thermal-effect modeling unit. The proposed
thermal-sensitive routing works as a source routing mechanism. It needs global temperature information to make routing
decisions, so the overhead of this routing algorithm includes
the on-chip temperature sensing and the broadcasting of global
temperature information. For each packet to be transmitted, the
shortest path routing unit reads the header ﬂit of the packet to
get the source id and destination id, and then it ﬁnds out the
shortest paths between the source and destination. The found
shortest paths are considered as candidate paths, and they will
be compared for thermal-induced optical power loss by the
optical thermal-effect modeling unit. The temperature table
keeps the global temperature information at the granularity of
each processor core. Considering that the on-chip temperature
could ﬂuctuate temporally, the temperature table will receive
updates from other nodes. The optical thermal-effect modeling
unit gets all the candidate paths information from the shortest
path routing unit, and reads the temperature table for global
temperature information. It then calculates the thermal-induced
optical power loss for each candidate path, according to the
optical thermal models presented in the previous section. The
path with the minimum thermal-induced optical power loss
will be selected out of all the candidate paths.

Fig. 5. The proposed thermal-sensitive routing unit

Normalized energy efficiency

at room temperature 𝑇0 , and 𝜌𝑉 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝐿 is deﬁned as the
temperature dependent wavelength shift of VCSEL.

(5)

2) Thermal-sensitive routing: Based on the optical thermal
models presented above, we propose a thermal-sensitive routing mechanism to reduce thermal-induced power consumption
in the presence of on-chip temperature variations. The routing
algorithm determines a path to transmit a packet from the
source to the destination. In traditional deterministic routing
such as dimension-order routing, a deterministic path is decided based only on the source address and the destination
address. However, in the presence of on-chip temperature
variations, some paths which are under high temperature
variations suffer from severe optical power loss. In order to
avoid such paths, we propose to introduce adaptiveness in
routing by considering on-chip temperature conditions when
making routing decisions.
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Fig. 6. Normalized energy efﬁciency for real applications, without thermal
tuning, 0.62𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth

III. S IMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
We evaluated the energy efﬁciency and performance of a 3D
8x8x2 torus-based optical NoC. We assumed 40Gbps data-link
bandwidth. In order to show the advantages of the proposed
3D torus-based optical NoC with thermal-sensitive routing, we
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Fig. 10. Normalized energy efﬁciency for real applications, with thermal
tuning, 0.775𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth
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Fig. 7. Normalized energy efﬁciency for real applications, with thermal
tuning, 0.62𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth
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Fig. 11. Normalized energy efﬁciency for real applications, with athermal
MRs, 0.775𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth

use a matched 3D 8x8x2 mesh-based optical NoC with the traditional XYZ routing as a baseline for comparison. SystemCbased cycle-accurate simulators are developed for network
simulations of the proposed 3D torus-based optical NoC and
the baseline 3D mesh-based optical NoC. Network simulations
are conducted under several real applications including FPPPP,
H263E, H264DH, H26DL, ROBOT, SAMPLE, and SPARSE.
For each application, trafﬁc information is used to simulate
the on-chip temperature distributions by McPAT [32] and

HotSpot [33]. Two traditional techniques have been proposed
to compensate for the temperature-dependent wavelength shift
in microresonators, including the active thermal tuning with
local microheaters and the passively temperature-compensated
athermal microresonators [17] [20]. The athermal microresonators usually have a limited range of working temperatures,
beyond which the microresonators would be thermal sensitive.
In our case study, we assume that the athermal microresonators are working within their required temperature range.
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Fig. 8. Normalized energy efﬁciency for real applications, with athermal
MRs, 0.62𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth
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Fig. 9. Normalized energy efﬁciency for real applications, without thermal
tuning, 0.775𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth
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Fig. 12. Normalized performance for real applications, without thermal
tuning, 0.62𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth
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We assume the laser wavelength and resonant wavelength of
microresonators are 1550nm at room temperature.
A. Thermal-induced energy efﬁciency

Normalized performance

The energy consumption for a packet transmission in the
proposed 3D torus-based optical NoC involves the energy
consumed for payload transmission in the optical domain and
the energy consumed in the electronic domain for control
purposes. Since the size of the control packets is small,
the energy consumed in the electronic domain only takes
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Fig. 15. Normalized performance for real applications, without thermal
tuning, 0.775𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth
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Fig. 13. Normalized performance for real applications, with thermal tuning,
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Fig. 17. Normalized performance for real applications, with athermal MRs,
0.775𝑛𝑚 3-dB bandwidth

a small proportion of overall communication energy, with
the energy consumption in O/E interfaces accounting for the
major proportion of the total energy consumption. The energy
consumed by a payload transmission includes the energy
consumed by the O/E interfaces, and the energy consumed
by thermal tuning for microresonators [17]. For the evaluation
of O/E conversions power consumption, we use the VCSEL
model in [12], the serializer and deserializer designs in [34],
and the VCSEL driver and TIA-LA circuit designs in [35].
The photodetector model is based on a Ge waveguide photodetector monolithically integrated in 130nm CMOS process
with a sensitivity of −14.2𝑑𝐵𝑚 for 10−12 of bit error rate
(BER) [36].
Figures 6-8 show the normalized energy efﬁciency of the
proposed 3D 8x8x2 torus-based optical NoC under different real application workloads, when the 3-dB bandwidth
of BOSEs is 0.62nm. If thermal tuning is not utilized for
microresonators (Figure 6), the proposed thermal-sensitive
routing would reduce the average energy efﬁciency by 25%. If
thermal tuning is utilized for microresonators (Figure 7), the
proposed thermal-sensitive routing would reduce the average
energy efﬁciency by 19%. If athermal microresonators are
used (Figure 8), the proposed thermal-sensitive routing would
reduce the average energy efﬁciency by 17%. The thermalrelated energy efﬁciency is sensitive to the 3dB bandwidth
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of BOSEs. As shown in Figure 9 to Figure 11, when the 3dB bandwidth of BOSEs is 0.775nm, the proposed thermalsensitive routing would reduce the average energy efﬁciency
by 24% if thermal tuning for microresonators is not utilized;
by 20% if thermal tuning is utilized; by 10% if athermal
microresonators are used.
B. Network performance
Figures 12-14 show the normalized performance of the
proposed 3D 8x8x2 torus-based optical NoC under different
real application workloads, when the 3-dB bandwidth of
BOSEs is 0.62nm. We can observe that the average network
performance is almost the same with the traditional XYZ
routing, without sacriﬁcing performance. This is due to the fact
that the proposed thermal-sensitive routing always chooses a
path from shortest paths. As shown in Figures 15-17, when
the 3-dB bandwidth of BOSEs is 0.775nm, we can get the
same conclusions.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a thermal-sensitive design and
power optimization approach for a 3D torus-based optical
NoC architecture. Based on an optical thermal modeling
platform which models the thermal effects in optical NoCs
from a system-level perspective, a thermal-sensitive routing
algorithm is proposed for the 3D torus-based optical NoC
architecture to optimize its power consumption in the presence
of on-chip temperature variations. Simulation results show
that in an 8x8x2 3D torus-based optical NoC under a set of
real application workloads, as compared with a matched 3D
mesh-based optical NoC with the traditional dimension order
routing, the power consumption is reduced by 25% if thermal
tuning for microresonators is not utilized, by 19% if thermal
tuning is utilized for microresonators, and by 17% if athermal
microresonators are used.
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